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Escape and relax at the Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel
The wellness area of the Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel offers a wide range of beauty cares in
solo or duo adapted to your needs. You can choose to be pampered in the cosy treatment room or
outdoor in our Mediterranean gardens.

This year we are delighted to offer a new care: the Japanese facial massage for immediate effects!
Born in the "Land of the rising sun", this care is practiced since the 15th century. It conjugates the
subtle alliance of the traditional massage and the acupressure generating a deep relaxation all along
the treatment. This technique optimizes the blood and lymphatic system. Softened, muscles find back
their tonicity. Expression wrinkles are reduced and your complexion glitters with brightness and
vitality! For this care, our practitioner uses oils from the traditional producer “Le Gattilier”. These
exceptional products are conceived from handpicked plants growing in the area, according to the
organic and biodynamic growing process.

At the Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel, we believe that each skin is unique and deserves the best
when it comes to cares. This is why Marie our Wellness Manager has chosen the Parisian brand
Mansard to answer your beauty desires.
Discover these exceptional cares produced in France. The combination of the natural
products and the precision of the care will create a deep feeling of relaxation and enhance your
beauty.
A la carte this year: the moisturizing facial ritual and the balancing purifying treatment.
About Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel:
Right on the water edge, this unique site of almost 2.5 acres is a famous address in Cap d’ Antibes.
With its terraces and private sandy beach, this is the perfect venue to unwind with friends or family.
It offers a large range of gourmet experiences with its gastronomic restaurant “Les Pêcheurs” (1
Michelin star) and its beach restaurant “Le Cap”. Since May 2009, this idyllic setting has played host
to a new Relais & Châteaux" property with 27 rooms and suites offering refined lines of
contemporary architecture surrounded by Mediterranean vegetation. Cap d’ Antibes Beach Hotel is
getting bigger this year, extending to 35 keys including 8 new rooms and suites. Combined, both new
suites Design and Executive constitute a 130 sq. meters two bedroom suite, overlooking the
Mediterranean Sea. This Double suite features a Jacuzzi, a private access and an outstanding view
over the Lerins islands, The 6 additional rooms also have fantastic views over Cap d’ Antibes.
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